Match each vocabulary word from the story, "The Chocolate Touch" to the correct definition on the right. Write the letter on the line.

_____ 1. ambled  a. a curved shape that is wide in the center and pointed at the ends

_____ 2. protested  b. odd or unusual

_____ 6. triumph  f. to have said something in a very forceful way

_____ 7. queer  g. expressed strong disagreement with something or someone

_____ 8. contentedly  h. to quickly eat all of something

_____ 9. resist  i. great success or victory

_____ 10. crescent  j. walked in a slow and relaxed way
Match each vocabulary word from the story, "The Chocolate Touch" to the correct definition on the right. Write the letter on the line.

1. ambled - j.
   walked in a slow and relaxed way

2. protested - g.
   expressed strong disagreement with something or someone

3. crossly - c.
   annoyed or angrily

4. devouring - h.
   to quickly eat all of something

5. demanded - f.
   to have said something in a very forceful way

6. triumph - i.
   great success or victory

7. queer - b.
   odd or unusual

8. contentedly - e.
   happy or satisfied

9. resist - d.
   to keep yourself from doing something that you want to do

10. crescent - a.
    a curved shape that is wide in the center and pointed at the ends